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ABSTRACT

.

are'three developme.nts which have profoundly
values, attitudes, social institutions, and
%\behaviorismseiThese are the population explosion, the population,
implosion, and population differentiation. These three developments
are interrelated and are affected.by accelerating rates of
technological and social change. By reason of !these developments many
problems are created', a highly significant one being that of
ed4cation. The thesis of this paper is that many of the contemporary
problems may be viewed as frictions in a'transitIon still under may
from an agrarian society to a metropolitan order. It is contended
that education, up to World War II, was.a major factor in unifying
the nation, but that since then the educational establishment has
failed to keep up4-and aontributes, not to democracy, but to social
stratification:,After describing the population developments as
mahifest in the history of America, the necessity for making both,
quantitative and qualitative changes in the educational establishmentbecomes obvious.. It .is also suggested that the past prevents the
solution of:educational problems. It is.concluded"that survival
depends in abandoning nineteenth and prior century ideologies-and
systems of governments. lAuth'or/AM)
, affected mans
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POP6LATION TRENDS AND THE
A

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION
J

Dr. Philip M. Hauser

I'am going to consider population trends in a broad way and
them before.
probably. in a"context in which you may not have' seen
there have been three
ofomap's
occupatiori
of
this
planet,
In the course
might refer
developments which more than anything else-to which,you
values:attitudes,
social
institutions,
.have'profbundly affected man's
are
the
population
explpand behaviorists. ,TheseOree developments
differentiation.
implosion,
and
population
sion, the population

ft

$

by the
I think evev.one understands by nowozhat is meant
remarkable acceleration of
refers
to
the
population explosion as it
three!CenturieS of,the
world Population grlwth, particularly during the
implosion;
I
refer
to the increasing
modern era. By the "Iftpulat;on
small portion'o,fitthe
world's
peoples
bn
a
rather
concentration of the
and
earth's surface--the phenomenon 'better known as urbanization
metropolitanization. .PV populaton differentiation, I refer to the
share not only the same geoincreasing heterogeneity of peoples who
increasingly
the
same
life
space--social, economics
graphic area, but
and political activitkes,
,

e

`f

and are affected
Now these three developments are interrelated
and
social change,
tremendously by accelerating rates of technological
to .the
which:in many respects, are both :antecedent and consequent
ppulatiun
explosion
population developments. It is, obvious that'the
population differentiation.
fed the population implosion, and both fed
of all three of these
most,
dramatic
exampld
The U.S.A-.
tires,"
deirelopment's, and I want to run briefly through some basic
highlighting that statem..ntwand-document-ng
1

.

.

,That is, by
Let me ,bp.We-k1Oing s,o1 state my major thesis.
technoa
20th'Century
reason of these dev& lopments man has` created
been
made
lo ical, physical ;world to which references have already
created
has
generated
many.
file aew world man has
thi-s morning.
problems,
problems--phf,gicd1 problems, personalprob;ems, social
Among
the
list of
economic problems, and prObIems of,governance%
of education.
significant
one,
is
the
problem
these problems, a higily
of
Educatfpn in itself may be regarded as au,element in the process
helpless
things
we
socialization, the process by which these puking,
beiftgs,or
members-of
society.
call infants are transfenne0 Into human
problems may be viewed as
41y thesis is tint man:. of ,!..r contempora:
wA: from ari agprian saci,Ity to
frictions in a trary4itio

3
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a metropolitan order, from the little community, using Bob Redfiela's'
Problems have beset us and are still
language; to the mas 'society.
-besettidi'us in a chronic and actte foim because we `are still attempting to,deal with these 20tH Century probletst with inherited 19th and
.18th Century ideologies,: with 18ch and. 19th Century forms of govern.
ante, and inherited 16th and igta'Century values. Many of thee
cultural survivals obstruct our efforts to, dear with our cdntemporary
problems. This general framewcrk is directly applicable toe the entire
fieldvf education' on ail levels of education--primary, secondary,
.

.

-and higher education.
het me ,go on to see if I Lan sport this statement, having .
in mind thatwhent refer' to ech..e:aiion I visualize an establishment

4

t

which has well nigh collapsed, particularly at the primary and
secondary school levels, especially irr the inner cities of all of
America's metropolitan areas. I contend that education, up'to World
War II, was a major factor,in unifying this nation; t2hnsforming oUr
immigrants into Americans; and-makinor possible an unparalleled example
in the history of tbe.world-=1 highly mobile society in which,each
person was able to'rise to whatever-level his own capaCities permittede" This, I think, has been the historical mission of education
in this nation, especially beginning with public school education in
1820. Without trying, to fix ti.c date anymore specifically, but ter-.
tainly since World Wa.r LI, the educational establishment has failed to
keep.up with the requirementssof the basic developments to which I
today, if anything, contributing.no6
have referred; and education
to a democratic society but, un the contrary, to a stratified society,
It is failing'to prepare a
Stratified by race and economic status.
bod part of the citizenry of this nation in this decade, let alone
the period which lies ahead to the end of the century. It is failing
to provide a large proportion of our childien with the basic skills,
the saleable skills, and the c;ti,enship skills prereauisite to
assuming the obligations and rte-p-misibilities, as well as the rights
.91 citizenship,-in tHis nation. Now L have taken on a couple of hard
vropositions> t t mo see n6w,:s I can document them.

me first indicate the population developments as.manIfest
in the history of this nation:

When our first. census wa: taken in
1790, weycre a nation of fewer- titan four million souls. When our
18th cer*:s was taken in 1960, we were approximately 180 ii1Lion, At
the.present time we are just short of 203 million. But ip.'the time our
next census is taken next year on April 1, we shall probably be approximaeel 205 million; and by the end -of tkc decade- beginning in 1986,
we shall have some 230to 235 millions, .'epending on the course of the
tr, the end of ,this
birth rate which is still unpredictatile. May I
its
excesa.of-300
millions,
nati_on
centur, we are almost %.vrt tin to be
pvop1e
to
-tir
ropdation
bl,tirg
100
be
Which means wtt

Fbpulaton Explosion.

.

kl

:t f

in the next 31' years .

And, it we figure- 230-235 -million beginning in

'that,,magnitude*,
1980, we ,shall probably be 2.65 million, *something :of
the
population
explosion.
by 1990. 'There in a nutshell

.

in
Population Implosion. When our first census was taken
rural places on
il 790', 95 per cent,of the American people lived rnOnly
5 five per ce
fewerthan
2,500
people.
farms or places having
"in the who e
/ f
There
were
only
24
tirban
places
lived, in u-rbah'plabes.
Philadelphia, had popu aof
the.se,
New
York
and
nation, and only two
histai y,
tions in excess of 2,500.,. In the shorrt span:of our national
.,
by 1960, we had become, in contrast 70 per cent urban, and 63 per ce t
metropolitan
areas
a
metropolitan. The federal government defines
which they
cities of 50 thousand or more and the county or, counties in
percentages are' probably
are located. At the present time, those
and
may
be
65 per cant or more metrocloser to 74-75 per cent urban,
/

t.

I

.

'.

politan.
f'

,
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.
.

Now I want, to call attention to something that.:I think is a
aff4ot conprerequisite to .understanding most of"Che problems which
the sense of
in
'nation
temporary America. We, did not become an urban
living
in
urban
places
until
as recently
more than half of'our people
next
census
is
taken 'in
as 1920. This rueansit will not be until our
of,this
nation
completing
her first
1970 that we "wilt have a recording
half cenI
think
"you
will
agree
that
a
50 years as an urban nation.
nation.Mn faCt, 'there'
tury is a very small period in the life of a
short part of one's
are many of us in this room that hope that it is a
to say. that
I
suspect
it
'is
a
true
statement'
'And, ildeea-,
lifetime.
first half
becorrie
urban
and
i'
=
completing
her
the United States has
of,:most, of
during
the
"coil'
se
of
a
lifetime
'century as an urban nation
is
small
wonder
,,i.t
us in this room. In light of this perspective,
contemporary
urban''American
in
that we are afflicted with problems
including educat.iortal problems.
,
.`. )
-

.
.

"Population Differentiation. As recently as .1900, little more
native parenthan half of the American people were native-white, of
We are made up of reprepoiygot
nation.
tage. We are very much,a
ethnic, racial, and cultural group on the
sentatives of 'virtually ,every
Eve'n in 1960, only 70 per cent of our people were
face of 4111.s earth.
()tiler 30 per cent were still
.native white of native parentage, and the
_.

a

either foreign born, second genaration immigrantschildreb of the
reciting
foreign born, ur non-white. Now what I want to stress in
this
country,
other
things,
we
these figures ,to you is that among
recently been subjected to
\ter.
maiikind.,
have
only
as well as all of
interaction and inter-communication wit! persons of tremendously
religion, by
diverse backgrounds, diverge by culture, oy language, by.
in general, ninkind as a
value systems, by ethnitity, and by rate.
his created a
aS,Ohe
Se
t'.
whole, now simply using tt'e
..
lenbitv,
:Jeot #/e,
new world characterL4ed :;

..

a

0

tr.

a
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great heterogeneity; and this emOktaltion of'thinp hit* oollAftslY
pert-of the cultural heittesevith ihtch vs.. now:
to deal with our 20th Century prOblees, Mote dliar these

eiaoded

!volopments ,elong*ith_accearatelt technoteitcoil.

have converod,Wthis loet thir4Af tai

oft tO'eptuallic.onvert-meny.of ouftebtftic"
04.111c canto 4.4110444se
--to ereatelotat

ea°34, eocial
'Gamy iittiasi

"2

leto :semto:

tle

,

y Out society is cheett4,4ft

frorit, and there Le

ati.i0'Whditriet+
CietW-gow'this tO,the,tr
nip

.1

iro414is oredueOtioh.'

As a.reult,ofi these basic developments, the efteetIonal.:
blishment is faced wifb.the necessity for mokins'both viantitative
qualitativechangs:' We'w*the quaAtitative.ihamtee eertOnly at
4 ghee primary and oecondaryschOol levels havv000stituteclacute prohtip ever since the post -ior baby boom when babiesHhit our elementary
approximitely in 1952 -53. The poet wet baby &roil Agon_wah
the :demobilizing of our ,troops in-446, at which tie* marrikie Wee;
J4mped upward?' and he baby, bdom begin.' It .pirsisted'until and through"
dernobilizatiOn,,thare have been over IQ million
1957. 1n,fact,
-babies added to the poOulation.of the V, S. This is not A net increase.-'
.in population. .These dre the babies thet have come in w thout teking,
4 into account the work of the undertakets. But the 90 million babies
.

'44r-a14'0 which inundated the educational, system, most of ylumn' will survive
4-hrougt4 piidary and secondary schd91, had'i tremendous impact and
'

constitute a measurement of the cfnihtitatiVe adpstment required by
Nov the bAgeet impact was first
the' ktierican educational' system.
fell:, of course, in the ,elementary schools of the nation beca)ise it
was ,during the SO'S that the entire enrollment of the 41ementary 'school population became part of:the postWmr.baby'crop14 Dying that
decade, in general, elemehtary'schools experienced, something like a
45 per cent increase in youngsws of elementary schOP1 age. This
tidal, wave of eabies did not hit the secondary schools until tie 60's.
,1t !sgn:t until the 60's that the high school enrOilment,weo mdde up
entirely of post,war babies, And, inlact, to appreciate the size of
out .thot durthe adjustment required by primary schools, let ie
ing thi 1940's youngstert of ellmentary school Age (roughly taking 5
through 14) increased by only 9,per cent. Tlie educational system had
to adjust to. something like a 46 pet cent, increase during the 50's.
The high schools duridtthe,50Ls had to absorb an increase of something
like 26 per cent of the population of youngsters 15 throygh 19 years of
But during the 60's,.. they were forced to absorb something like a
age.
45 per cent increase of youhgsters of high schOol age. ,Now these
quant4ative adjustments at theprimary and secondary school levels
have largely been.madi, not always suCceq,fully, but I say have largely
been made, becaihie as we turn' to the 70'3 and EO's we find a*decrvasi
in the rates..or increase ef these age Faro ps refiedting, of course,
the plateau in the birth rate of the tizst war baby bbom and the
.
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aettial decrease' in irths which have oedurred tn this nation. 81.110.4
l97. I as going re say aWord shout' th4t detriese, in .general, , -Thee

,

went to translate what lies 'ahead into ictusi enrollment figures for

Amery and aeaondity aehools and,- for higher edutattioa as Wail.

et ''

'-', .

.:,..:..4 t.

'.

-' : -;,,,, ,,

,

--:,,..,,

'

tt

Althoagh thix krates have heen'doing_down

in this-natio*

*Leta 1951- Ithe crude . bit h.ratetLkirths ,pe,r 1,990 pirsees *per yeer..le underrlably true as the next two ot.; tbN years will, show that
Vi ,:trePttow at the verge of *nether. baby -00*. --. j1tis : 1*,:44L
. We :.tivii,"l''',Y.'
*out 10
' :4.f.4eur children are ,lio

society **eh' ii 'OW*

..,

,

...

..ii,

4e. kedoWleent., p

r

30.4 lhoe,,the pl,pr o

.

OO pet -a,
1'
:,.

'

,..

,4and

rerraift. to pred4ce,
'.."retiredu4tive, age, the*beavy chil,
*rid
war'
'baby
home,
e new baby boo*,
is an. echo effect of the first.
the only reason, we have not yet,hierd frdm Our-vost.war.babies,
teproctuetivelyi is that for the first time in several decades t are
at carriage <has tutted .4pwardi and; 'Ilse, the, age' of mother et birth

'
of the first child. , The factors responsible include the size sfi4the
t e
abiorbed
into
the2
post-war baby crop itself Which was not-readily
aconc;my, relitively higher, unemployment rates, the Vietnam ;viand,
-call, °.
, the uncertainties of the draft, an something we demagraptiersthat.
the
"the marriage squeeze." 'This, expression refers to-the fact
were -born.in the post-war boom now coming oi'repraductive
age are much more numerous than ,the- number of males whom normally

womea, wit

they would marry in our society, namely the males two or three years
their seniors who were horn during a eeriod of lower birth rates.:
Incidentally, I pass-on some practical advice to tht,se of you who are
'parents of- cost-war babies that you, ought to pass on to your. daugh-

ters. 7f, they find they are having a little trouble in the marriage

market,-assure them t is,not because Of any, deficiencies on their
If they
part. It. siiitply by reason of a demographic fact of life:'or one'
.want.tO marry early, they better marry a man their own age
unger Whom 'they can raise to their own. specifications!

.

-

With this peripective in min4,. what.' am pointing to now is
that after the tremendous bulge in the birth rate--the tidal Kive
which hit the eleMentary and secondary schools--the birth rate is now
de creasing. ,Thus in many communities you will find, that many of the'
4
stboolt which have been built to 'absorb the ,post-war baby crop are
will
actually
find
beginning, to register empty clasirooms because they
3 decrease in children of elementary school age beeween now and the
And then a new baby boom:will eiert, new pressures on the
tire educational .system. "This-will be the result of the new baby
boom beginning within the itex.t, year or twn and persisting for tbout
the same period as the post-war baby boor, namely some 11 years.
.

;-

Ode's..
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I have tried to translate what th(,se age changes will mean in
enrollnant to handle the quantitative part of.the.problem. Let me
. read out these figures because the tralslaCion required a certain
amount of manipulation Of eheslide ruko ye,terday, and.1 do not yet

rat

tie
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Bureau of
have these figures in mind. In L970, accnrdintto the U.' S.
the Censds estimates, about 58.9 million students will be enrolled in
the nation'kschools--that 1.3.next year and it is not too far off.J'
Starting from that date, this enrollment figurerepresents an increase
ofMalmne. 12.6.million students, or 28 per cent over, the 1960 enip11.-'

Of the total in 1970, 36.5 million pupils, or 62 per cent,
mil-.
were in the elementary schools intludinirkindltgerten; fiftee9
lion, or 25per celeWilL be in the high schools; and 7.4.milii9n,
be in college. Now if we use the 1970 pear il
or 13 per cent, wi
abase point, by 1985 the total school enrollment is projectedby the
Census Bureau to increase from 2.6 to 18 million,students, depending

' ment.

7

.r

However, if we take an averag40

f on 'the course' of the birth rate..

those projections, whick is a reasonable procedute, we Would halie'an
enrollment of about 69(2 million by 1985. This would be'an increase.
of;:sver 10 hiltion students, .or over 17 per peptletween'1970-and
1985.. That is about as,good a figure as we.can get for the. mid 80'p.

.
,

i

.

Nov) elementary and kfndergarten_schobl enrollments may actually
diminish during the 70's to a low of about 32 million. by 1980, re-'
flecting the decrease in births in the U. S. since 1957. However,
''the new baby boam'islikely to begin in the early 70'Siand will.
probably raise the elementary school enrollment figures close to its
' post-war peak again-during the 80's. So you have a fluctuation
ahead obviously' in'volvi'ng problems-of adjustment bi'the edu-cational
establishment. - .
.
\
.\
Nigh school enrollment is due to increase from 15Imillidn
in 1970 to a pelik of about 16.5 million by the mid'70's. Then it
will decline up' to, about the 1970 level again py the mid 80's:
'Again, you see thii is reflecting the drop7ib births since?1957.
The elementary and high schOol enrollments' already at high paiticl-

0
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Potion rates, will largely follow the changing, age. structure.
.

,

.

.

and
College enrollment.will depend more than the elementary
.
,
Changing
participation
rates;
that
is
the
secondary enrollment on the
proportion of children at each' age actually going to' college, as well
as the changing age structure., By 1985, college enrollment" could
increase from 7.4 million in 1970 to about 10 to close to 12 million
by: 1985., Whether it' will be 10 or 12 million is going to depend on
what happ ens to the enrollment rates ateact age. These figures are
not so much afelcied by the, changing birth rate:

0

Now the data indicate, then, that the primary and secondary :
school's have probably already reached their peak or are close to
tteir'peak enrollment betweed now and the mid 80;s. Higher educationmust Be pr'epared for further expansion, however, underthe impact of
increases both in the number of college age personsand still.increasareAare, college
ing parttcipatipn rates. And, of course, as you
doubled,
upder.the
impact.of both
enrollment during the 60's almost
the changing age structure and changing participation rates. That
simple
is the quantitative picture In m.v view this is the relatively
0
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problem, although it is not one to whichAmeiidan society.4 a whole
Certainly in many plgceerherehas
has made t o goqd an adjustment.
been a ver

,

..

great unevenness in the extent to which we have met 'Ole,:

quantitsativ 'challenge.

,

.

Let PAhe deal now with what I think is°a much more significant
problemthe qualitative challenge which,'as.I saf&-at th outset,
2 would
the educational establishment has utterly filled to meet
that
we
this
by,s.iyin
like to provide some basis for considering
of
the
dead
are afflicted by all kinds ottf cultural survivalsrelic

past which paralyze our society and.Prevent'action on m ny fronts,
incldding the edue'ational front. One of my professors, the late.
into the
William F. Ogbilrn, a gentlemen from .Georgia, introduce
literature a concept with'Which I am skirt many of you are familiar '
"cultural ritg.'! _This refers to the fact that. Offer nt elements
of culture classified in various ways,,e.g., materia apd nonmateriali
change at different rates. Some eleMeti, therefOre lag behind
others in change, and a good part of the chaos in oo contemporary
society, in my judgment, can be explained by such 1 gs. The.fact is
that some things have just gotten way ahead of other things. :Let me
give you some examples of cultural.lag, examples od matters which
have paralyzed our society from,daaling with the Ciallenge'posed by
the ch,nged technological and physical world7-'an0 among other things,
have prevented us from:dealing with the, roblems sf edutation.
4.

.

0.

.0
.

.
r
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To make this a kind of shock"treatment, let'me start our with
what I regard as outModed tenets. 1 dothisnot only to indicate
now the past preverit's us from dealing with our pxoblems, but also to
indict thp eddcational system because it has not through curriculum
and content provided the American people with the prospeptives that I
I set this forth then as a kind of a
am sttting forth before you.
dhallenge., What are some of ,these outmoded tenets anti ideologies?
e
i

1.

'2.

3.

That government governs besE" which governs least.
Each man in pursuing his own inte'rest, as if he
were guided by aninvisible hand, automatically
acts in the interest, of all.

Taxes are something that government takes away,
from people.

I am going to deal with each of these tenets a little bit in their
proper historical setting.
Why not,
the'Amer4can
people
lived
on
farms
or in'
,_in 1790, when,95 per cent of
1,500
popillation,'
what
was
there
for
government
small towns of under
)to ao? A man,who%upported his family on a farm was 'doing ail that
which was naces.s.axy for the welfare of le people of the United

That goveramentgoverns,best whip governs least.

t
1

s

0.

.0

;4.
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States
States. 'But this tenet constitutes utter nonsensein the United
in this last third of the 20tli Century. In the urban, metropolitan
United States
.order, in our p2ss.society, I want you to visualize a
without#a
pure
Food
and
Drug
without a.SociaiSecurity System,
Colm4iision>without
a
and'
Fachange
Administration, withoyt a Security'
and
Without
a
Civil
Aeronautics
Authority,
Federal Trade Commission,
In. fact, another example of cultural lag is
'so on down the
afforded VY the fact that we persist in-calling ourselves a free
A '.:Welfare
enterprise society: Socialism is still a nasty word..
Concei4,.when'the sheet tact is
Society" isrstig 0 questionable
that we are At least in part already a welfare society:
t

Another interesting example of hoW we resist even recognizing
the facts of rife it that we will talk about our form of marriage as
omulti-married spouses continues te,
monogamic. But Ahe ,proportion
increaie.:Erom the statistics, we do not have,a mongamic society,
polygamous and polyandrous.
we have'a society that is sequentially
unable'to change our language' to e
By reason of cuituralshock we, are
at' other example-of culconform wi.th the statistical facts. This is
prevents
us
from
calling our society a
tural lag, just as that which
have
many
governmentAl
welfare pro -'
welfare society,even though we
the,
rugged
individualism
of the
visions, We still think in temils of
urban
society.
frontier days'before America beeamean
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Let us go-on to this bbisiness of taxes being something governYou caerwitness the debate on this tenet
ment takes away from nople.
nowin
one of the best repres(sntations of a
id all its.glor,y, right
find
in the United States, now meeting'
dinosaur legislature that you
Are taxes something
in Springfield, in the greet land of Lincoln.
tou
may
think
so from, the behavior
government takes away from people?
..
that make up the
and
420th
Century
bigots
of the 19th Century minds
that
more
would
like
to
submit
.to
you
Springfield- legislature% Buf'I
including that
consistent with the reality of 20th Century society;
15,rge, mass, urban,
is
thb
notion
that
this
in the Stat%ef Illinois,
/
highly vulnerable society we have
metropolitan, interdependent,
which
can
created has eenerated needs for all kipdsof.public s.ervices
only/be supplied through government. The basic question which should
Legislature (and
be faced by aur 14th Century minded Illinois State
Way's
and
Means Committee.
t can add this applies.alsoto the'yofte
is
what
are
the.essential
of.th'esCongress of the United States)
publtc.services required to 'maintain the United States as a viable
answered: how do we ra,ise. the
society? And-after that question is
The cart is precvdsbetore
those"OubliQ
services?.
revenues to perform
survivas
which
afflict the muds of
v the horse by rea'or of cultural
public, when whit is
our legislators, as well as those of the general
In
ta..,es?':
regarded a;. the ta-lic question is "how d_> we minimi-le
this
session,
and
consequence, we have $,een in SpringtieId during
which et
debati,-;
only,on?. week left, of thi, scss;
there
for educ it
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Illinois will not have become bankrupt. If this is what happens it
would at least be consistent with the mentality of the legislature.
Ldt me proceed to point out.that it is thesekinds of consideratips, these kinds of cultural survivals.and outmoded ideologies that have paralyzed our society and prevented vs from dealing
including educational problems.'
Our lAsic problem is that,of the utter failure on the part of the
American society to allocate enough, resources for adequate education,
and this leads me to ,deal more specifically with. the problep,of education in the inner city.
with opt. 'contemporary problems,

(c

.

It is in, the inner city that we can see the wor,stoconsequences of the combination of the population explosion, population implosion, and population differentiation. The post-world war period, in
this country has witnessed the in-lidgration to metropolitan areas of
non-whites and other minority Croups, including the Appalachian whites
off
or "Hillbillies." These people in some resOcts are much worse
prloblem.
discovered
they
have
a
than our,blacks because they havet7l't
yet.' Butthey are beginning to learn. There also Have been leSser,
streams of in-migrants--Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, ,and the latest newthe same manwho was heie to
comex of all;to out (iities. Guess who.
the
first
Negro--the
American Indian
greet'the first white man and
is just joining up.
/

.

.

Now in-this complex society, a highly heterogenous and
pluralistic Order accelerated by World War I1 and its post war aftermath, what has education done? I submit to yOu that the educational
establishment has slioWn very significant signs of r.igdr'mortis. 'I do
not think there is anyone here who.could challenge me on the statement
that our inner city schools have not been provisling inner city
ly minority groups, and poor, with
children, white and black, but
skills,
and the citizenship skills to
the basic skills, the 'saleable
prepare,them,.to stand on their on feet. The schools liare utterly
and miseatly have failed to do this. And, this,is truc for a varlet
of reasonsmany of which are tied 'to the developments of which I have
been ,speaking.

s

First,,state legilatures hal)e completely defaulted in their
If you want another
responsibilities to public school education.
example of cultural lag, let me call this to your attention. As
r4ently as 1960, there.were 39 states ift the Union in which the urban
'Opulation constituteda majority of"the people. .ewt, there was not
.ihe'Union in wki.ch the,urban Roplalation controlled

A :angle stat in

customary to -.peak of

the state legislature. 111,,these days I./ln it
p,Rople Lave
.civil.dibodi,ence, I submit to you 'that the 4merican
irjle civil
'..ir:-obedience
as
neveT hAd Is inlutiwas,a tom of civil
tht'
first
,i,ty
%car.F..of
obeditlIce of thelstate legislators, aho ,tit
Lonthis century,. defid both the federal 4°L titut1on an!
to reanportun. \
st.itutions in re'frIS',11
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school curricula do
Here is another perspective that our:
Why
is the federal governcultural lag.
not yet convey by reason of
expressways and
housing,
urban
renewal,
ment in such things as public
and education? The
highways, civil rights, mass transportation,
textbooks, boards of educageneral public and educators, writers of
regard these federal functions
tion, And others who should know better
government od the rights of states?
as an encroachment of federal
What has happened is that
Nothing could be more' naive or silly'!
have been wilfully, and
minority, rural dominated state legislatures,
hav'elorced the urban populacallously ignoring urban problems and
threefourths of the people oethe United States
tion, consisting of
far the resolution of their
today, to turn to the federal government
problems., It is not that the
problems, including tiTeir educational
It is that the states
rights.
federal govprnment has usurped state
obligadommittingsuicide., They have defaulted on their
have bepn
As a matter of fadt, it
tions to the urban and majority populations.
legislatures
will do from now
doesn't matter tooumicb.what the state
home
and
leaves the state
If the Illingis State Legislature goes
on.
invitation to the federal
bankrupt, that will simply be'a.further
the open housing
government to take over just As\it already.has on
LegisiAtureis which has for several sessions
The Illinois State
front.
bigoted 19th Century majority,
demonstrated that it is dominated\by a
houing legislation. Now what is going
has again refused to pass open
The., faeral law and federal enforcement
to be 'the effect"of that?
year. These same legisla-'
will take over the State of Illinois next interference with+"state's
out the federal's
tors will then grumble
rights."

of the situation.
State legislatures are just,6ne element
In my judgment,
itself'?
What'about the, educational establishment lag in the professional
there arc very low examples ofscultural studies as the superintenworld that make such startling good case States. The American assodcnts of the public. schools in thb United discoVer until about three
superintendents did not
ciation of school
in the United
that
the
populations of the inner cities
years ago
that
problems
of
integration,
States had changed, that there were
were problems
and' 'that
there were problems of curriculum,
structure
of
the schools, of
adMinrstratien and the
afiecLing the
I submit to you that
tex,sibook,' and of the training of teachers.'
superinCendents
many of whom
establishment is led by
the educational
Century and who have been asleep
have yet to be dragged' into the 20th
This is another element'of tkc
for at least one human generation.
[his challenge to the
t want you to point'in response to
situation;
Point to those wh'o
superintendents who have really been the leaders.
cities
Co their boards
of needs in Lie inner
have cirried the message
have
really fought
legislatuie, and who
of edoLat;on Or to thL state
WJ, neeGcd.
for
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have been
selfishness and self-interest of teachers' unions which
the'iconveniences
of the
more'concerned with seniority rights and
that the
As
a
result
we
find
teacher than of the needs of the pupils.
highest education are
teachers with the greatest experience and the
schools3which
need
them
the
most. This is a
not in the inner city
recentstrike
in the
disgrace. The teachers'llnion in its
changes in
pvtional
City of Chicago although it'gave lip service to some getting higher
essentially,
interested
in
behalf of the students; was
city pupils was a secondary matter
salaries. The needs of the inner
either with respect
to the teachers. Precious little has been done
teacher.s, tothe
funds,
to
the
assignment
of
to the allocating of
indicates a real conor'to
anything
else
that
4 integration of staff,
for the prerogatives of the
cern for the pupil rather than a concern

,

.

teachers.

Another culprit is the apathetic population which is more
of its shildren
concerned about its tax bill than about the education
in this nation. We are
to
the
next
generation
or about what it means
The only question in my mind is whether we can
collectively guilty.
mobilize enough in the
assemble enough in.the way of iutelligence and
I say is resulting in education
.way of effort.to stem the tide which
population
creating not a democratic society but a caste system, a
stratified by ra,ia and by economic status.

-T

very
I am gbing to document and demonstrate` this sid.tement
Ha've
.you
ever
heard
quickly with'a neologism for which I apologize.
A
I
have
invented.
of the pre-conception IQ? _Well, that's a concept
Now
child before it is conceived.
pre - .conception IQ is the IQ of the
with
a
very
high pre- conception IQ bright
the child in our society
suburb,-has by that astute
enough to. select white parents who live in a
for
public
school education any,iCt.guaranteed(unto itself an input
with
a miserably low
where' from two to ten times that of the child
skinned
parents who
Tre-conceptipn IQ, stupid enough to select black
intermediate
prethe child with an
Ma}
in the! inner city.
stupid
select
white
parents,
but
too
.con.l.cption (0,, bright enough to
intermediate education as
to select them living in a suburb, gets an
s4'tem. And this 1.1
measured by input per, child in the public school
democratic
and
is
proud
of its "equality
.A society which calls itself
of opportunity!"

We in
Let me turn now to the` problem of higher education.
university,
are
not
higher ethication, .and i happen to operate at a
establishment
has
exCepted trom my ;vdictment that the educltional
toi:
teachers
at
'colleges
ire stal turning out
:N7e
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In the revolt of student bodies there are certainly many factors involved. Remember this when considering our young as a whole.
Those now enrolled in colleges are a rather unique generation. They
are the highest educated generation this nation has ever produced,
as measured by years of schooling. They are the first generation in
the history of man who from the moment of birth have been exposed to
the idiot box--tha device which has brought into their living robins
every conceivable problem (national, international, and global),
generally in distorted form and in living color. It is the, first
' generation that has-been subjected to war in the living room in living
color with daily and weekly box scores of the dead and wounded. It
is a generation which is reinforced by the strength of numbers because it is a post-war-baby boom generation. It is a generation which
is facing relatively high rates'of unemployment, deferred married
rates, and greatuncertainties with respect to the future by reason"
It is a generation which more than any other generation
of the draft.
has reason to be disillusioned with their elders, including their
educators, because we made the mistake of educating them to a point
where they perceive the difference between what we as a society profess and what we do.

Now, at the extreme, this generation is acting in a highly
i think the generation as a whole
peculiar Ind mystifying manner.
has come to the conclusion that we-are a sick society, a chaotic
In my iudgment, they are quite right. But at the extreme,
society.
we have a group which calls itself the Students for the Destruction
of Society {pardon me, I guess they call themselves the Students for a
see they are now destroying each other which
I
Democratic Society.
At the e.:treme, the Students for the Destrucope.);orth some
tion cat Society have concluded that we have a sick society that is so
sick that it i, beyond remediatLon. Consequently, they feel that our
societ:. mit he d_troe,i. it is an amazing thing (I don't know how
had dtrect contact with them) to note two things
many ot
which ire most appalling: (1) their absence of any sense of history,
of righteousness that gives them iv their
their complete
anr1
own mind-, tile right to destroy the university because the univerity
In tact, to rea:ton with this group is
is part oi the e,tiolt:Alment.
in
which adults ought not ti indulge.
)ne of the it.ard e'Kertises
I am talking about the extreme, the SDS
They are not there to reason.
type of group. Ti;,.,, are not there to get tht.ir demAnd-1 satisfied,
tneir "non-negotiable" minds. Thc!,, are there for t:onfroatation,
This is en contract to th olackc who,
dqruptton, ,slid destruction.
gewiltv
atv, .h,mandc that tx,,v want to
when they pre,ent ,lermn(1
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going to make life increasingly miserable for the universities. And,
in my judgment, rightly so. The only way to deal with the situation
is to accelerate change in the direction that makes sense. This
includes, may -1 say, increased student participation in matters which
But having said that, let me immediately say this also.
concern them.
This does not mean that higher education becomes a participatory
democracy in which each student and each facility member has one vote,
anymore than the patient and the surgeon each have one vote on how to
proceed with an appendectomy.
It does mean, however, that the students must have channels
of communication so they are heard before action is taken. It does
not mean that they select faculty and dete'rmine promotion and tenure
as many of them in their righteousness and naivete assume they have
the competence to do. In any case, higher education is also being
subjected to,great pressures and must face up to the need for change.-

The problems of education are but one example of the pressures
to *hick our whole society is being subjected as we try to create a
20th Century world in which the social, economic, and political catch
up with the technological and physical. This is, indeed, the problem.
Can we remain a viable society? My answer to that is "yes" only if
we manage to learn how to live in this 20th Century technological and
physical world we have created; only if we abandon that,part of our19th and 18th and prior century ideologies, systems of government,
and procedures that preclude us from learning how to live in the 20th
Century world. Unless we manage to bring the social, economic, and
political up to the level of the physical and, technological, I think
we are in for some stormy decadeg; and that the 80's may be characterized not by the progress which most of us think is bound to come,
but by greater chaos than anything we have yet seen in American
society.
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